Crypto trading strategy. Why is trading so popular, yet the world is only aware of a few really successful and rich stockbrokers or cryptocurrency traders? That’s because of the mass of information that you have to absorb. Follow the market situation and try to understand its cues. First of all, when creating or using a crypto trading strategy, you must understand that it’s a very unstable market. You may see price fluctuations of between 20-30% in just a few days. Your trading strategy for Bitcoin will be the same as those used for alternative cryptocurrencies, like swing, day trading, scalping and others. Most of your tactics will be similar, but you will have more opportunities because Bitcoin is the most popular digital currency.


The Disciplined Trader: Developing Winning Attitudes, Mark Douglas. A lot of good books focus on technical analysis, strategy and risk management, but not so many focus on the complexities of trading psychology. As this book aptly highlights, you can have all the best strategies in the world, but without discipline, you’ll struggle to turn a profit. Live Webinars And Trader Courses. ETX Capital are currently offering a range of educational tools to traders. They are free to enrol for any traders who have made a deposit of any size.

More details can be found here. Best Trading Books for Stocks. If you’re a trader who wants to find the next monster stock, then you must check out these stock trading books. How to Make Money in Stocks: A Winning System in Good Times and Bad. William J. O’Neil is one of the greatest stock traders of our time, achieving a return of 5000% over a 25 year period. He uses a trading strategy called the CANSLIM method which combines both technical and fundamental analysis, which is covered in this book."

Home trading books

Books That Are Trading Strategy Guides. Books That Are Trading Strategy Guides. Posted By: Steve Burnson: September 20, 2019. Click here to get a PDF of this post. Of course never implement any trading system without first understanding the risks involved and the potential for drawdowns in capital. Following the Trend: Diversified Managed Futures Trading. Stocks on the Move: Beating the Market with Hedge Fund Momentum Strategies. How to Make Money in Stocks Getting Started: A Guide to Putting CAN SLIM Concepts to Work. How to Beat Wall Street: 20 Trading System Ideas For Stocks. 50 Moving Average Signals That Beat Buy and Hold. 5 Moving Average Signals That Beat Buy and Hold: Backtested Stock Market Signals. Must-Read Trading Books for All Traders. Market Wizards. By Jack Schwager. This is the book that started it all for me. I think that it is one of the best books on trading for beginners because it gives you a broad introduction to trading, in an entertaining and inspirational way. You will see how many of these Traders started out with nothing and through sheer determination and smarts, became some of the best Traders in the world, in some cases, managing billions of dollars in assets. This book takes you through the routines and training programs at the SMB Capital trading desk and how you can use these techniques at home. One of the most important trading strategies that Mike talks about in this book is the idea of building a trading playbook.